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2585 Redding Drive
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 Inspection Details

INSPECTOR

Kyle Pfeifer
Pfeifer Home Inspection

  

Phone 317-340-1734

xmail pfeiferhomeinspect@gmail.com

qeFsite https://www.pfeiferhomeinspect.com

CLIENT

Jane Doe

Phone 317-555-3417

xmail pfeifertom@gmail.com

PROPERTY
SYbare feet 2388

Oear Fbilt 2023

©edrooms 3

Type single_family

Carage 2

©athrooms 3

ADDITIONAL INFO

Inspection date Apr 18th, 2024

.thers Present Buyer's Agent 

Property .ccbpied Vacant 
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2585 Redding Drive
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 PHI

 Dexnitions

Acceptable
-bnctional with no oFviobs signs of defectN

Maintenance
An item deemed a yearly task Fy a homeownerN

Marginal
An issbe needing repairs/replacement Fbt not deemed immediateN

Defective
Item needs immediate repair or replacementN It is bnaFle to perform its intended fbnctionN

3.Tx: All deEnitions listed aFove refer to the property or item listed as inspected on this report at the time of 
inspectionN

-lagged items will show bp in sbmmary viewN

 1. EXterior

1.1 EMTERIOR TRIU

UEDIA:

COUUENTS:

Maintenance

The eGterior trim needs to Fe reBpainted as several marks and Flemishes were notedN A YbaliEed contractor will 
need to reviewN 

1.2 PATIO DOOR

UEDIA:
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2585 Redding Drive
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COUUENTS:

Marginal

Typically, a piece of eGterior wooden trim is installed bnder a sliding door to Enish oj this areaN A YbaliEed 
contractor will need to reviewN 

1.3 FOGNDATION/BRICK

UEDIA:

COUUENTS:

Marginal

In pictbres 1Bz we fobnd two nails sticking obt of the fobndation needing to Fe removedN Along the front of the 
home, we noticed the mortar Felow the last row of Frick was Enished poorly and is cosmetically not pleasingN 
-brther evalbation is reYbiredN 

1.4 EMTERIOR LI9HTIN9

UEDIA:
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2585 Redding Drive
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COUUENTS:

Marginal

All of the eGterior electrical EGtbres are looseN -brthermore, we recommend applying a layer of clear cablking 
arobnd the lights to prevent insects from living inside the 'bnction FoGN 

1.5 EMTERIOR ELECTRIC OGTLETS

UEDIA:

COUUENTS:

AcceptaFle

The eGterior obtlets were all tested and in working conditionN The eGterior covers are properly protecting the 
obtletsN

1.6 HOSE BIBS

UEDIA:
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2585 Redding Drive
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COUUENTS:

AcceptaFle

The eGterior hose FiFFs were in working condition dbring obr inspectionN 3o leaks or oFviobs imperfections 
were oFservedN

 2. Roof

2.1 ROOFIN9 UATERIAL

UEDIA:

COUUENTS:

Marginal

qe did not notice any ma'or issbes or imperfections with the architectbral shinglesN The shingles are relatively 
new with no signiEcant deterioration notedN qater is properly Feing shed down to the gbtters and away from the 
fobndation as eGpectedN 3o active or previobs signs of water entry were discoveredN All of the rooEng/plbmFing 
vents were installed correctly and leak freeN The only issbe we noticed was the large amobnt of rooEng nails left 
on the roofN 

2.2 9GTTERS

UEDIA:
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2585 Redding Drive
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COUUENTS:

Marginal

.n the roof we fobnd two spots where the white cablking from the gbtter installation has contacted a few 
shinglesN -brther evalbation is neededN

 3. 9arage/Carport

3.1 9ARA9E DOORS

UEDIA:

COUUENTS:

Marginal

qe tested the operation of the twoBdoor garage door and fobnd the chain needs to Fe heard as the trolley 
is contacting the chainN qe also noticed a motor was not installed on the one door garage doorN A YbaliEed 
contractor will need to reviewN 

 4. Electrical

4.1 ELECTRICAL PANEL

UEDIA:
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2585 Redding Drive
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COUUENTS:

AcceptaFle

After carefblly reviewing the electrical panel, we did not oFserve any ma'or imperfectionsN All the wiring was the 
correct si6e for the attached FreakerN 3o loose or 7arced7 wiring was noticed inside of the panelN All white/nebtral 
wiring was properly isolated on the Fbs FarsN 3o open knockobts were fobnd as wellN

 5. Attic

5.1 ROOF FRAUIN9

UEDIA:

COUUENTS:

AcceptaFle

Strbctbrally speaking we do not see any issbes with any of the 2G4 trbsses we cobld seeN All of the trbsses are 
properly connected with no signs of any stress cracks/splittingN 3o active or previobs signs of water entry were 
fobndN The attic appears to Fe ventilating properly as it is robghly the same temperatbre as the obtsideN A 
satisfactory amobnt Flown in insblation was fobnd throbghobt the atticN
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2585 Redding Drive
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 6. Air Conditioning

6.1 A/C SYSTEU OPERATION

DESCRIPTION: -bnctional

INFORUATION: Manbfactbred in 202zN

NAUEPLATE:
Model nbmFer B Ca4san4z 00naFaa
Serial nbmFer B zW2zG204
UEDIA:

COUUENTS:

AcceptaFle

The eGterior condensing bnit was tested and in working conditionN The eGterior albminbm Ens were in good 
condition and the sbction line properly insblatedN qe also recommend servicing the Au bnit yearlyN

 7. Heating System

7.1 HEATIN9 SYSTEU OPERATION

DESCRIPTION: -bnctional

INFORUATION: Manbfactbred in 202zN

UEDIA:
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2585 Redding Drive
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COUUENTS:

AcceptaFle

qe tested the fbrnace and fobnd everything fbnctioning normalN qe removed the eGterior covers and fobnd no 
imperfections inside the bnitN The wiring is hooked bp correctly and with no active leaks inside the bnitN qe 
recommend servicing the bnit yearlyN

 8. Plumbing

8.1 WATER HEATER OPERATION

DESCRIPTION: -bnctional at time of inspection

INFORUATION: Manbfactbred in 202zN

NAUEPLATE:
Model nbmFer B xntB50 1z0
Serial nbmFer B 2z421z 22 4W
UEDIA:

COUUENTS:

AcceptaFle

This particblar hot water heater was fbnctioning properly dbring obr inspectionN Hot water was getting delivered 
to the appropriate places as eGpectedN qe recommend draining ten gallons from the tank to clean it obt and 
wash any Fbilt bp sediment obtN

  . 1st Floor - Uain Bathroom

 .1 WALLS

UEDIA:
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2585 Redding Drive
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COUUENTS:

AcceptaFle

qe inspected all of the walls in this room and did not see any ma'or holes or imperfections in the wallN

 .2 ELECTRICAL

UEDIA:

COUUENTS:

AcceptaFle

All obtlets were tested in this room and in working conditionN The obtlets were tight to the wall and not movingN

 .3 TOILETS

UEDIA:

COUUENTS:
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2585 Redding Drive
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AcceptaFle

The toilet was fbnctioning correctly dbring the inspectionN qe inspected the sbpply lines to the toilet and did 
not End any leaks at allN Additionally, we felt arobnd the Fottom of the toilet and no leaks were discoveredN

 10. 1st Floor - Uaster Bathroom

10.1 WALLS

UEDIA:

COUUENTS:

Maintenance

A few holes/imperfections were noticed on the drywall in this roomN qe noted all paint or drywall mistakes with 
Flbe tapeN 

10.2 FLOOR

UEDIA:

COUUENTS:

Marginal

As we were reviewing the oor we fobnd a few scratches arobnd the sinkN A YbaliEed contractor will need to 
reviewN 
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10.3 TGB/SGRROGND

UEDIA:

COUUENTS:

Marginal

In the tbF we noticed a few scratchesN They may come bp with a good cleaningN -brther evalbation is neededN 

 11. 1st Floor - Half Bathroom

11.1 WALLS

UEDIA:

COUUENTS:

AcceptaFle

qe inspected all of the walls in this room and did not see any ma'or holes or imperfections in the wallN

11.2 ELECTRICAL

UEDIA:
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2585 Redding Drive
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COUUENTS:

AcceptaFle

All obtlets were tested in this room and in working conditionN The obtlets were tight to the wall and not movingN

11.3 TOILETS

COUUENTS:

AcceptaFle

The toilet was fbnctioning correctly dbring the inspectionN qe inspected the sbpply lines to the toilet and did 
not End any leaks at allN Additionally, we felt arobnd the Fottom of the toilet and no leaks were discoveredN

 12. Kitchen

12.1 COOKIN9 APPLIANCES

UEDIA:

COUUENTS:

AcceptaFle

All appliances were tested and in working condition dbring obr inspectionN The fridge was cold and appeared 
in good shapeN qe tested the dishwasher and no issbes were notedN All fobr Fbrners were properly working on 
the range as wellN
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2585 Redding Drive
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12.2 ELECTRICAL

UEDIA:

COUUENTS:

AcceptaFle

All obtlets were tested in this room and in working conditionN The obtlets were tight to the wall and not movingN

12.3 WALLS

UEDIA:

COUUENTS:

AcceptaFle

qe inspected all of the walls in this room and did not see any ma'or holes or imperfections in the wallN

 13. 1st Floor - Left Bedroom

13.1 WALLS

UEDIA:
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COUUENTS:

Maintenance

A few holes/imperfections were noticed on the drywall in this roomN qe noted all paint or drywall mistakes with 
Flbe tapeN 

13.2 WINDOWS

UEDIA:

COUUENTS:

Marginal

qe were bnaFle to open the window on the left side in this roomN A YbaliEed contractor will need to reviewN 

13.3 ELECTRICAL

UEDIA:

COUUENTS:
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AcceptaFle

All obtlets were tested in this room and in working conditionN The obtlets were tight to the wall and not movingN

 14. 1st Floor - Right Bedroom

14.1 WALLS

UEDIA:

COUUENTS:

Maintenance

A few holes/imperfections were noticed on the drywall in this roomN qe noted all paint or drywall mistakes with 
Flbe tapeN 

14.2 WINDOWS

UEDIA:

COUUENTS:

AcceptaFle

All of the windows in this room were tested and operating normallyN All panes and seals were still intact inside 
of the windowsN

14.3 ELECTRICAL
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UEDIA:

COUUENTS:

AcceptaFle

All obtlets were tested in this room and in working conditionN The obtlets were tight to the wall and not movingN

 15. 1st Floor - Uaster Bedroom

15.1 WALLS

UEDIA:

COUUENTS:

Maintenance

A few holes/imperfections were noticed on the drywall in this roomN qe noted all paint or drywall mistakes with 
Flbe tapeN 

15.2 WINDOWS

UEDIA:
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COUUENTS:

AcceptaFle

All of the windows in this room were tested and operating normallyN All panes and seals were still intact inside 
of the windowsN

15.3 ELECTRICAL

UEDIA:

COUUENTS:

AcceptaFle

All obtlets were tested in this room and in working conditionN The obtlets were tight to the wall and not movingN

 16. Family Room

16.1 CEILIN9

UEDIA:
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2585 Redding Drive
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COUUENTS:

Maintenance

.ne minor crack was fobnd on the ceiling in the family roomN Repairs will need to Fe made Fy a YbaliEed 
contractorN 

16.2 WALLS

UEDIA:

COUUENTS:

Maintenance

A few holes/imperfections were noticed on the drywall in this roomN qe noted all paint or drywall mistakes with 
Flbe tapeN 

16.3 WINDOWS

UEDIA:
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2585 Redding Drive
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COUUENTS:

AcceptaFle

All of the windows in this room were tested and operating normallyN All panes and seals were still intact inside 
of the windowsN

16.4 ELECTRICAL

UEDIA:

COUUENTS:

AcceptaFle

All obtlets were tested in this room and in working conditionN The obtlets were tight to the wall and not movingN

 17. Laundry Room/Area

17.1 WALLS

UEDIA:

COUUENTS:

AcceptaFle

ubrrently, no washer or dryer is hooked bp inside of the labndry roomN qe did review the plbmFing FoG and 
fobnd Foth shbt oj valves were in good conditionN
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2585 Redding Drive
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Summary

PHI
This sbmmary is not the entire reportN The complete report may inclbde additional information of concern to the clientN 
It is recommended that the client read the complete reportN

Maintenance
An item deemed a yearly task Fy a homeownerN

Marginal
An issbe needing repairs/replacement Fbt not deemed immediateN

Defective
Item needs immediate repair or replacementN It is bnaFle to perform its intended fbnctionN

 1. EXterior

1.1 EMTERIOR TRIU

COUUENTS:

Maintenance

The eGterior trim needs to Fe reBpainted as several marks and Flemishes were notedN A YbaliEed contractor will 
need to reviewN 

1.2 PATIO DOOR

COUUENTS:

Marginal

Typically, a piece of eGterior wooden trim is installed bnder a sliding door to Enish oj this areaN A YbaliEed 
contractor will need to reviewN 

1.3 FOGNDATION/BRICK

COUUENTS:

Marginal

In pictbres 1Bz we fobnd two nails sticking obt of the fobndation needing to Fe removedN Along the front of the 
home, we noticed the mortar Felow the last row of Frick was Enished poorly and is cosmetically not pleasingN 
-brther evalbation is reYbiredN 
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1.4 EMTERIOR LI9HTIN9

COUUENTS:

Marginal

All of the eGterior electrical EGtbres are looseN -brthermore, we recommend applying a layer of clear cablking 
arobnd the lights to prevent insects from living inside the 'bnction FoGN 

 2. Roof

2.1 ROOFIN9 UATERIAL

COUUENTS:

Marginal

qe did not notice any ma'or issbes or imperfections with the architectbral shinglesN The shingles are relatively 
new with no signiEcant deterioration notedN qater is properly Feing shed down to the gbtters and away from the 
fobndation as eGpectedN 3o active or previobs signs of water entry were discoveredN All of the rooEng/plbmFing 
vents were installed correctly and leak freeN The only issbe we noticed was the large amobnt of rooEng nails left 
on the roofN 

2.2 9GTTERS

COUUENTS:

Marginal

.n the roof we fobnd two spots where the white cablking from the gbtter installation has contacted a few 
shinglesN -brther evalbation is neededN

 3. 9arage/Carport

3.1 9ARA9E DOORS

COUUENTS:

Marginal
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qe tested the operation of the twoBdoor garage door and fobnd the chain needs to Fe heard as the trolley 
is contacting the chainN qe also noticed a motor was not installed on the one door garage doorN A YbaliEed 
contractor will need to reviewN 

 10. 1st Floor - Uaster Bathroom

10.1 WALLS

COUUENTS:

Maintenance

A few holes/imperfections were noticed on the drywall in this roomN qe noted all paint or drywall mistakes with 
Flbe tapeN 

10.2 FLOOR

COUUENTS:

Marginal

As we were reviewing the oor we fobnd a few scratches arobnd the sinkN A YbaliEed contractor will need to 
reviewN 

10.3 TGB/SGRROGND

COUUENTS:

Marginal

In the tbF we noticed a few scratchesN They may come bp with a good cleaningN -brther evalbation is neededN 

 13. 1st Floor - Left Bedroom

13.1 WALLS

COUUENTS:

Maintenance
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A few holes/imperfections were noticed on the drywall in this roomN qe noted all paint or drywall mistakes with 
Flbe tapeN 

13.2 WINDOWS

COUUENTS:

Marginal

qe were bnaFle to open the window on the left side in this roomN A YbaliEed contractor will need to reviewN 

 14. 1st Floor - Right Bedroom

14.1 WALLS

COUUENTS:

Maintenance

A few holes/imperfections were noticed on the drywall in this roomN qe noted all paint or drywall mistakes with 
Flbe tapeN 

 15. 1st Floor - Uaster Bedroom

15.1 WALLS

COUUENTS:

Maintenance

A few holes/imperfections were noticed on the drywall in this roomN qe noted all paint or drywall mistakes with 
Flbe tapeN 

 16. Family Room

16.1 CEILIN9

COUUENTS:

Maintenance
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.ne minor crack was fobnd on the ceiling in the family roomN Repairs will need to Fe made Fy a YbaliEed 
contractorN 

16.2 WALLS

COUUENTS:

Maintenance

A few holes/imperfections were noticed on the drywall in this roomN qe noted all paint or drywall mistakes with 
Flbe tapeN 
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